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(Def) -The most rugged, portable , customizable,
height adjustable, weather-resistent/proof staging in the world.

All-Terrain Staging is the trusted choice in over
70 countries world wide.

From small events, to large
productions...
All-Terrain Staging by Intellistage™ is world renowned for creating the highest quality, most innovative
modular staging products on the market today. A pioneer in modular staging design, we continue to lead
the market with innovative products and a wide range of product offerings. We welcome you to join our
growing family of satisfied customers worldwide which include numerous Fortune 500 companies, universities, schools, government organizations, houses of worship, luxury hotels, resorts, military organizations
and more. We take pride in creating quality products that offer a great value.
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We ship our stages worldwide and
have several warehouses, so we can
offer you fast, prompt delivery.
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Strongest
System!
Supports up to
260lbs per Sq. Ft.

Boldy goes where no stage has gone before!

Rugged, All-Terrain design works great for
both indoor or outdoor applications.
Flat ground or slopes!

2 finishes to choose from:

Weather-resistent

Weather-Proof
Light Weight Aluminum

Fast, easy set-up
by 2 people.

Each stage is
height adjustable
to 24”,32”,40”
and 48”
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Can be set-up on
un-even ground,
slopes and hills.
No problem!

Heavy-Duty,
weather resistant/weather proof
design is perfect
for outdoor use!

Watch a demo on youtube now:
http://youtu.be/cVED48ATr_c
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Set-Up Legs

Slide in Side
Panels

COMPONENTS

Put on Platform

Adjustable Legs
can be set up to
24”,32”,40” and 48”

4’ x4’
Stage Platforms

4’ x 4’
Side Panels

How does AllTerrain Staging
work?One word...Physics.Our
Smart Money
Saving Design...

As the stage grows in size so
do your savings since mutiple
stage panels end up sharing
the same side panels & legs
thus cutting down on the
number of legs and panels
you need to purchase.

Multiple sections
fit together to create the
size you need

brilliant and simple design is held in
place by the force of our side panels
and legs working together. 4 legs
and 4 side panels create a square
frame with a channel. The Platform
is then placed into this channel and
is held together by gravity. Smart
and simple. The assembly of a
basic stage is fast, easy and nearly
tool-less. The same principles work
together to link mutiple staging
sections together as you stage
grows in size.

1legs and
side panels

Use our stage builder
at allterrain.intellistage.com
to design your custom stage
online instantly!

1Top panel

Pre-packaged
stage kits are
available

fits into channel
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ACCESSORIES

together using our multi-height stage
connecter kit...

are available for 3 step or 5 step kits
and are adjustable in height to fit your
stage at different heights

Guard
Rails
are available for 4’ x 4’
platforms and step platforms.
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Special leg tubes and
side attatchments work
together to link and
create multi-leveled
stages or seated risers
at 8” intervals.

Stage
Skirts
are available in 8 foot long
sections 24”,32”,40” and 48”

Side view of multi-height
connecter kit connecting stages
of two different heights

Ramps
are available in several configurations
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TRANSPORTATION

ACCESSORIES

Leveling Tool

The Leveling Tool is a huge time saver!
The Leveling Tool is designed to ensure that
your stage is properly leveled during set-up.
A bubble level is incorporated in the center of
the tool and indicates which legs need to be
finely adjusted in order to properly level the
stage surface.

Storage Trolleys...
Non-Slip
Mats
are intended to protect wood, gym or
carpeted floors. They also add traction
and ensure that the stage will not move
during use on slick surfaces such as a
gymnasium floor.

are available in several
sizes and configurations
depending on your
needs.

attach to stage legs so your stage
can be installed on soft or loose
gravel, grass or dirt.
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are required when your stage needs to be
set up on a sloped ground surface. The
Wedges attach directly to the All Terrain
Leg base and are adjustable to almost
any degree of slope.
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